BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER EUROFAST®
FULLTIME | SOUTHEAST EUROPE
Do you have experience in the flat roof, cladding or fixing and fastening industry?
Are you driven to build long term relationships with customers by advising and
selling Eurofast fastening systems?
Do you want to be part of the success of Eurofast? Then contact us!
As a colleague of Eurofast Hungary, you will visit existing and new customers in the following countries: Slovakia, Rumania, Serbia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES (AMONGST OTHER):
• Visiting existing and new customers; from large end-users to country
• specific distributors
• Advising the customer about our product program
• Providing technical solutions in the field of flat roof and cladding

ARE YOU THE COLLEAGUE WE ARE LOOKING FOR?
You are customer oriented and result driven. You follow the sales process from beginning till end. You are reliable and self-reliant. You
communicate easily in different languages and on different levels within organisations and building construction sites. Every day you are
expanding the Eurofast network in the set countries. You are able to work with an ERP system and will document your daily routine.
You speak at least Hungarian, English and preferably a Slavic language.

WHAT DOES EUROFAST OFFER?
Working at Eurofast means; working at an organisation where job satisfaction is key and colleagues interact in an informal way. Eurofast
is an international company that is constantly developing and experiencing significant growth. Eurofast Hungary, based in Budapest, is a
professional and independent team within the Eurofast Group which has their headquarters in the Netherlands. As Business development manager you report to the Managing Director Hungary. In addition to good (market-based) working conditions, we offer a varied
job within a dynamic working environment where there are opportunities for further development.Training on the job and / or courses
is part of an extensive programme of work.

ABOUT EUROFAST®?
Eurofast is the specialist in high quality fastening systems for flat roofing and
cladding. Service and quality are our priority. We therefore look to improve, develop and renew at all levels, ensuring that our customers get the best possible
advice, support and products at all times. We offer solutions for various roofing
and cladding systems, complimented by a wide range of tools, machines and
accessories.
Eurofast has multiple divisions in Europe; the Netherlands (Headquarters),
Belgium, Hungary, Poland, Denmark and United Kingdom and exports to over 25
countries within Europe.

APPLY?
Send your motivation with CV to:
Sigray Zsolt - MD Eurofast Hungary
Mail: Zsolt@vrfh.hu
Do you have any questions?
You can contact:
Sigray Zsolt
Telefoon: 0036 209 891 046
2330 Dunaharaszti-lparterulet
Jedlik Anyos u. 18/C, Hongarije
Eurofast® is the trade name of Van Roij Hungaria Kft.

